Introduction
Location Based Services (LBS) played a key role ever since their evolution, since they are an interface between users and their location information servers. Location based services are one of the most promising and innovative directions of convergence technologies resulting of emergence of several fields including database systems, mobile communication, Internet technology, and positioning systems. Location privacy is the ability to prevent other parties from learning one's current or past location. Generally, Location Based Service (LBS) gives an information service about the physical location of a user. In this type of service, location privacy provides the user with the ability to achieve privacy in a collaborative environment, thereby preventing an imminent attacker from easily linking users to certain locations. LBSs needed to access the database residing in the server to get the user information in order to dispense the location information to the users. But, they were lacking in maintaining privacy of the users.
During the course, several techniques and algorithms are being developed to protect the privacy of the users.
Any LBS system typically consists of Mobile Nodes, a wireless network and LBS servers.
Location information is typically determined by a location information source, such as GPS receiver in a vehicle. Location information includes temporal information (when the subject was present at the location) in addition to spatial information. Mobile nodes communicate with third party LBS providers through one or a collection of anonymity servers located at trusted computing bases.
Related Work
Anonymization techniques are considered as a great privacy measurement tool to distribute user's private data without endangering their privacy and protect the sensitive association by preventing the attacker from inferring to the identity of the issuer of a request.
Most of the location-privacy preservation frameworks use Location Anonymizer by providing k-anonymity spatial region namely the Cloaked Region where k-anonymity of the customer's requester is distinguishable from k-1 other request issuers.
• Gruteser and Grunwald were the first to introduce cloaking. They calculated Cloaked Region based on quad-tree where they recursively partitioned the space into four equal squared regions until the users fit in a quadrant where their privacy requirement was satisfied.
• Mokbel et al introduced New Casper where the quad tree variant used pyramid structure for calculating cloaked region over the interval cloaking algorithm. He used Nearest Neighbor Cloak in order to optimize the CR.
Based on the k-anonymity technique there are centralized and decentralized architectures adopted to protect the privacy of users issuing spatial queries against location-based attacks.
• Based on centralized architecture, Panos Kalnis concealed the user coordinates, by replacing them with a spatial region, covers a query initiator with at least k-1 other users. This method has a challenging problem to ensure anonymity for users issuing continuous spatial queries.
• Based on de-centralized architectures, G.Ghinita et al proposed Mohibide and PRIVE to avoid the bottleneck problems caused by the centralized techniques in terms of anonymization and location updates.
Anonymity in LBS is used to blur the location information of the user. Pseudo-anonymity attaches a pseudonym to the users location.
• Qi He proposed anonymous ID based scheme in which a blind signature is used to generate an authorized anonymous ID to replace the real ID of a legitimate mobile user, thus eliminating the relationship between an authorized anonymous ID and a real ID to protect users' privacy. Jian Liao improved this scheme by adapting a cryptographic technique based on bilinear pairings to overcome its deficiencies.
• Rodden et al proposed an approach in which users are allowed to use randomly generated pseudonyms to control the access to their location information. Users can change who can access the location information by simply changing the respective pseudonyms associated with the location information.
Classification System based on the level of security each method provides
To guarantee the privacy while providing a reasonable level of service in location based services, we categorize the various methods based on cryptographic and non-cryptographic approaches.
Non-cryptographic approaches include cloaking, blurring, anonymization. On the other hand, the cryptographic approaches include authentication, signatures.
Non-cryptographic techniques: k-anonymity
The k-anonymity principle ensures that the Cloaked Region chosen for a query offers the attacker a probability of re-identification not exceeding 1/k, k being the preferred anonymity level of query issuer. But k-anonymity does not provide sufficient protection against privacy violation. As guard against the attacks on k-anonymity a new notion of privacy is introduced called s-proximity, which requires that each anonymity set (AS) contains at least s members belonging to the equivalence class of the query issuer. An equivalence class is defined to consist of users having high correlation with the actual query requester with respect to a set of static user attributes.
s-proximity
If the requester is distinct from anonymity set with respect to some attribute which is static may be prone to identified easily by the adversary. Therefore at least a minimum number of users should have same profile as the requester. So we go for some matrices like dissimilarity measure, equivalence class and divergence class which determine the differences among the requesters based on static attributes.
Spatial-Temporal Cloaking
A given degree of location anonymity can be obtained by decreasing the location accuracy through enlarging the exposed spatial area, such that there are other k-1 mobile nodes present in the same spatial area.This approach is called spatial cloaking. Location anonymity can be also obtained by delaying the message intil k mobile nodes have visited the same area located by the message sender. This approach is called temporal cloaking.
This technique does not ensure the anonymity set but if we take some dense areas where Location Based Services are of high use the anonymity set can be obtained in many requests.
The Location Privacy Based System waits upto some seconds for a request coming from same location and if not received any request only that request is solved.
A Three Dimensional Access Control Matrix Model
In the traditional two-dimensional access control model, a two-dimensional matrix is used to describe user's access rights to the data in which the rows and columns of the matrix represent the set of subjects S and the set of objects O, respectively. The content in any entry of the matrix specifies the access rights that the subject of the corresponding row has to the object of the corresponding column.
With the introduction of the privacy-concerning subjects S', a three-dimensional access control matrix M is formulated, which is an enhancement of the traditional twodimensional access control matrix with a third dimension to represent the set of privacy-concerning subjects S'. Any right in an entry [s, o, s'] in the three-dimensional access control matrix specifies the access right that subject s has on object o subject to the control by privacy-concerning subject s'.
Cryptographic techniques:

Blind Signature
The blind signature is employed to generate an authorized anonymous ID that replaces the real ID of an authorized mobile device.This anonymous ID gives the mobile user complete control over location privacy while maintaining the authentication function required by the administration. In contrast to regular signature schemes, a blind signature scheme is an interactive two-party protocol between a user and a signer. It allows the user to obtain a signature on a message in a way that the signer cannot have any hint of the message or the signature of the sender. The concept of blind signatures provides anonymity of users in applications such as electronic voting, electronic payment systems.
Clustered Trusted Anonymizer with Trusted Computing
An enhanced framework in LBS is proposed called Clustered Trusted Anonymizer 
Performance Consideration
In the Location based services it is more critical to consider the performance since many platforms used for the LBS are basically mobile devices with limited resources. That is, related costs such like the computation, communication, and memory need to be considered for any successful design. Also, the privacy need to be considered as borderline when estimating the cost. The scalability as well is an important performance criteria that need to be considered.
Future Work
Research on the following directions would have fruitful results and impact:
1. Expressing privacy: allow user's awareness of both formally defined, and realistically expressible privacy. 
Summary
A location-based service (LBS) is an information and entertainment service, accessible with mobile devices through the mobile network and utilizing the ability to make use of the geographical position of the mobile device.
As the LBS are related to the user's location which can be used to trace the user's activities, a strong privacy concern has been raised. We learnt that location privacy threats allow an adversary to learn the locations that a person visited, as well as times during which these visits took place. Through these locations, the adversary can receive clues about private information such as Social Security Numbers, Address and other personal information. The popular privacy threats to LBSs are communication privacy threats and location privacy threats, represented by space or time correlated inference attacks. Even when a person does not disclose her identity at a private location, an adversary may still gain this information through location tracking or space and time correlation inference. It is illegal to send any message to the end user without the end user specifically opting-in. This put an additional challenge on LBS applications as far as 'carrier-centric' services were concerned. As a result, there has been a focus on user-centric location-based services and applications which give the user control of the experience, typically by opting in first via a website or mobile interface.
To preserve the user's location, several attempts have been made and many challenges are still awaiting solutions. This is because, compared to conventional IT services, LBSs impose much higher requirements on mechanisms for sensing privacy. Location privacy issues in LBS are getting more important and critical for researchers to seek solutions. The protection of location and user's information with respect to privacy threats in LBS are very important.
Therefore, the more we aim at safe usage of location based services, the more we feel the necessity of a secure location privacy system.
Conclusion
Our survey mainly focuses on resolving location privacy issues by studying proposed
frameworks for Location Based Services (LBS). Privacy Preservation in Location Based
Services hides the exact location of the user. We studied various schemes designed to offer location privacy and anonymity to LBS users. Dependable systems can be built by integrating systems with privacy preserving technologies, using confidentiality mechanisms that will be used more confidently by users. Hence, the proposed frameworks and techniques would hopefully address privacy protection issues.
